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In this paper, the vibrations of an axially moving ¯exible beam sliding
through an arbitrarily driven prismatic joint, restricted to move on a
horizontal plane, are investigated. Upon considering the assumption of an
Euler±Bernoulli beam in addition to the e�ects of rotary inertia, end-mass
and axial force in association with axial foreshortening, the equations of
motion and the associated boundary conditions of the dynamic system are
derived by using the extended Hamilton's principle, forming a complex
boundary value problem. Due to di�culties in ®nding an analytical solution,
the assumed modes method is utilized to obtain an approximate solution to
the problem. Simulation results are presented for some typical kinematical
inputs of the prismatic joint of the model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Having many applications in manipulators and spacecraft appendages, axially
moving ¯exible beams have received considerable attention lately. As one of
the earliest works on this subject, Tabarrok et al. [1] studied a clamped±free
beam whose length varies with time. They considered the beam in ¯exure,
derived the equations of motion using Newton's law and presented certain
properties of the mode shapes. In the following studies reported in the
literature, some researchers have searched for direct analytical solutions for
this vibration problem, like Bergamaschi and Sinopoli [2], while most of them
have used approximate methods [3±27].
Considering the eigenfunctions of a clamped±free beam as trial functions of

the desired series solution, Wang and Wei [3] and Tadikonda and Baruh [4]
have derived the equations of motion, a system of second order ordinary
differential equations, for a clamped±free beam whose length varies, and they
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presented some sample results. Similarly, Buf®nton and Kane [5] used Kane's
method and assumed modes method by taking the eigenfunctions of the
clamped±free beam in ¯exure to investigate the dynamics of a free±free beam
moving over supports. Furthermore, Lee [6] formulated the equations of
motion in matrix form for a ®nite beam moving over supports by making use
of Hamilton's principle and assumed modes method. He has investigated the
response of a beam undergoing various prescribed motions. A recent study on
this type of axially moving beam has been due to Stylianou and Tabarrok [7,
8]. They ®rst developed a ®nite element formulation with time varying
domains and illustrated its use through time integration of equations of
motion for axially moving beams [7]; later, they examined the stability
characteristic of the problem [8]. On the other hand, Theodore et al. [9]
presented a discussion about the applicability of using separation of variables
for discretizing a translating ¯exible beam with an end mass. In their study,
based on the concept of group velocity of the dispersive waves in beam, a
non-dimensionalized Euler±Bernoulli beam equation was derived. As the most
recent work on this subject, Al-Bedoor and Khulief [10] introduced a
systematic approach to obtain an approximate analytical solution for the
vibrational motion of a beam with different end conditions, during axial
deployment at constant velocity.
On the other hand, an axially moving beam having rotational motion in

addition to translational motion was studied by Yuh and Young [11] and
Banerjee and Kane [12]. In reference [11], they formulated the problem via
Newton's law and Galerkin's discretization method, whereas in reference [12],
a new modelling method has been proposed for the simulation of the motion
of any continua that undergoes extrusion from or retraction into moving
bases. In a following study, Lee [13] investigated a similar axially extending
and rotating beam, but with the effects of gravity and setting angle.
Furthermore, Tadikonda et al. [14] presented a model for the complete
dynamics of a ¯exible structure during deployment from a moving base. They
gave a recursive solution method for an ef®cient numerical simulation of the
dynamics equation, in a multi-body formalism. In addition to these works
related to linear beams, a very comprehensive study on the geometrically non-
linear ¯exible sliding beams was performed by Vu-Quoc and Li [15]. They
employed the so called exact beam theory presented in references [16, 17]. The
beams can undergo large deformation, large overall motion, with shear
deformation accounted for. Following the approach outlined by Vu-Quoc and
Li, Behdinan et al. [18] derived the equations of motion for geometrically
non-linear ¯exible beams, deployed and retrieved through prismatic joints.
They provided an alternative formulation in which by superposition of a
prescribed axial velocity the beam is brought to rest and the channel assumes
the prescribed velocity. As the second part of this study, the transient
response of axially inextensible sliding beams has been computed by Behdinan
and Tabarrok [19]. They used Galerkin's method and presented several
illustrative cases showing the differences between the linear and non-linear
solutions to these problems.
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Since robot manipulators are the main areas for the application of axially
moving beams, Chalhoub and Ulsoy [20] investigated a robot arm which has
two revolute joints and one prismatic joint. They used an assumed modes
method in their simulation studies. In a different study, Wang and Wei [21]
considered a robot with a long extendible robot arm which can undergo both
vertical translation and rotary motion. They used Newton's second law to
derive the equations of motion for the ¯exible arm and made use of a
Galerkin type approximation to solve them. In a following study, adding the
vibration of the arm's tail section, the latter has been revised by
Krishnamurthy [22]. He applied Galerkin's procedure to the equations of
motion derived by means of the extended Hamilton's principle. Buf®nton [23]
studied a Stanford-like manipulator consisting of a uniform elastic beam
connected at one end to a rigid block and capable of moving longitudinally
over supports attached to a rotating base. He has applied the basic techniques
developed by Buf®nton and Kane [5] to this speci®c study. By taking account
of the stiffening, end-mass and gravitational effects, Al-Bedoor and Khulief
[24] developed a general dynamic model for an elastic beam with prismatic
and revolute joints.
To develope a general model for design and control of ¯exible manipulators

with prismatic joints, Pan et al. [25] have studied a robotic manipulator model
consisting of a sequence of links connected either by revolute or prismatic
joints. They have also taken into account the axial shortening effect of the
beam. To further validate their model and numerical procedures, they have
performed experiments on a spherical co-ordinate robot with one prismatic
joint and two revolute joints [26]. They reported both experimental and
numerical results. Recently, Al-Bedoor and Khulief [27] developed a general
dynamic model for a sliding ¯exible link through a prismatic joint where the
prismatic joint hub is executing general planar motion. They adopted the
®nite element formulation with a ®xed number of elements, where each
element has a constant length. As a more general problem, a robot with a
¯exible arm having a translational motion through an arbitrarily driven
prismatic joint has been investigated by GuÈ rgoÈ ze and MuÈ ller [28]. They have
used two approaches, continuum and multibody models to formulate the
vibration problems of an elastic robot arm in ¯exure and torsion.
In almost all the studies related to linear beam theory so far, Euler±

Bernoulli beam assumption, neglecting the effects of rotary inertia and shear
deformation, has been used to investigate the vibrations of axially moving
¯exible beams. Some of them have included the axial force effect in this
vibration problem, some have added structural damping effect only or both.
Additionally in some studies, researchers have attached a concentrated mass
to one end of the beam, in some others, they have attached an end-force and
moment. Furthermore, the tail section of the moving beam has been
investigated by Krishnamurthy [22].
In the present paper, a more general problem including most of the effects

mentioned above is discussed. Considering the effects of the rotary inertia,
axial force due to inertial forces of the motion of the prismatic joint
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associated with axial foreshortening, end mass and the tail section of the
beam; the ¯exural vibrations of a linear ¯exible beam moving axially through
an arbitrarily driven prismatic joint are investigated. When the dynamic
system is restricted to the x-y horizontal plane, the gravitational effects can be
neglected. It is also assumed that the effects of shear deformation, axial
deformation and structural damping are negligible.
Here, the equations of motion of the dynamic system described above are

derived via extended Hamilton's principle. Due to dif®culties in ®nding a
direct analytical solution to this time dependent partial differential equation
and its boundary conditions, discretization by means of a series solution,
called also the assumed modes method, is developed in order to obtain an
approximate solution. In the rest of the paper, some sample results for
various kinematic inputs of the prismatic joint and physical values of the
dynamic system are presented.

2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The dynamic system to be considered is shown in Figure 1. It consists of an
elastic beam in ¯exure with a concentrated end-mass M, sliding through a
prismatic joint whose kinematics is given by the angle g(t), and the position
vector r(t) of its central point A. It is assumed that the elements of the system
are constrained to move on the horizontal x-y plane. The beam is driven
according to u(t).
As is shown in Figure 1, there are three co-ordinate systems to be used in

the mathematical analysis of the dynamic system. One of them is an inertial
co-ordinate system denoted by XYZ and, the other two are moving co-
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Figure 1. A ¯exible beam sliding through a prismatic joint.
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ordinate systems denoted by xAyAzA attached at point A to the prismatic
joint, and xEyEzE attached to a typical element at point E on the elastic
beam.
The equations of motion will be derived by applying the extended Hamilton's

principle �t2
t1

�d�Tÿ V� � d
0
A� dt � 0, �1�

where T denotes, as usual, the kinetic energy, V denotes the potential energy and
d 0A represents the virtual work done by non-conservative forces acting on the
system. Here, however, the virtual work of the driving force is zero (d 0A=0)
since the sliding motion u(t) is a prescribed motion and therefore its variation is
zero (du=0).
The kinetic energy consists of two parts which are due to translation and

rotation of each element of the beam. Dividing the beam into two parts as
the front and the tail sections, the rotational kinetic energy is

Trot � rIz
2

�ÿu
ÿL=2
�_gÿ _u

0
x1
�2 dy� rIz

2

�L=2
ÿu
�_gÿ _u

0
x2
�2 dy: �2�

Here, r shows mass density, Iz shows the moment of inertia with respect to
axis zE for the uniform beam cross-section, ux1 (y, t) and ux2 (y, t) present the
bending displacement corresponding to the two sections of the beam and g
denotes the rotation angle of the prismatic joint about zA-axis. Primes and
dots in the above equation refer to partial derivatives with respect to the
position co-ordinate y and time t respectively.
In a similar fashion, by utilizing the absolute translational velocity vector with

respect to xAyAzA co-ordinate system, of a typical element at point E on the
elastic beam, in the form

VEA
�

�Ax
cos g� �Ay

sin g� _ux ÿ _g�u� y�
ÿ�ax sin g� �Ay

cos g� _u� _gux
0

8<:
9=; �3�

then, the translational kinetic energy can be obtained as

Ttrans � 1

2

�ÿu
ÿL=2

rA��2Ax
� �2Ay

� _u2x1 � _g2�u� y�2 ÿ 2 _ux1 _g�u� y� � _u2 � _g2u2x1

� 2 _u _gux1 � 2f _ux1 ÿ _g�u� y�g��Ax
cos g� �Ay

sin g� ÿ 2�_gux1 � _u�

6��Ax sin gÿ �Ay cos g�� dy� 1

2

�L=2
ÿu

rA�Md yÿ L

2

� �� �
��2Ax
� �2Ay

� _u2x2

� _g2�u� y�2 ÿ 2 _ux2 _g�u� y� � _u2 � _g2u2x2 � 2 _u _gux2 � 2f _ux2 ÿ _g�u� y�g
6��Ax

cos g� �Ay
sin g� ÿ 2� _gux2 � _u���Ax

sin gÿ �Ay
cos g�� dy, �4�
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where A is the cross-sectional area of the beam, M is the concentrated end
mass, and �Ax

and �Ay
are the x and y components of translational velocity of

the central point A of the prismatic joint, expressed in the inertial co-ordinate
system. In equation (4), a spatial Dirac delta function is de®ned as

d yÿ L

2

� �
� 0, y 6� L

2

�L=2
ÿu

d yÿ L

2

� �
dy � 1: �5�

On the other hand, the potential energy also consists of two parts. One of
them is the strain energy due to the bending and the other is the potential
energy associated with the axial force arising due to inertial forces in
connection with the so called axial foreshortening.
Let the potential energy due to the bending be written in the form

Ve1 � 1
2

�ÿu
ÿL=2

EIzu
0 02
x1

dy� 1
2

�L=2
ÿu

EIzu
0 02
x2

dy �6�

as the beam has two parts. Here, EIz denotes ¯exural rigidity.
Furthermore, the potential energy coming from the axial force associated with

foreshortening can be written as

Ve2 � 1
2

�ÿu
ÿL=2

P1�y, t�u 02x1 dy� 1
2

�L=2
ÿu

P2�y, t�u 02x2 dy, �7�

where P1(y, t) and P2(y, t) are the axial forces. Differentiating the second
element of the velocity vector in equation (3), the absolute acceleration of a
typical element at point E on the elastic beam with respect to the axis yA
is

aEy
� �uÿ _�Ax

sin g� _�Ay
cos gÿ _g2�u� y�: �8�

From this equation, two different expressions for the axial forces can be
written as; for the tail section

P1�y, t� � rA���uÿ _g2u� _�Ay
cos gÿ _�Ax

sin g��y� L=2�
� � _g2=2��L2=4ÿ y2��, �9�

and for the front section

P2�y, t� � ÿM��uÿ _g2�u� L=2� � _�Ay
cos gÿ _�Ax

sin g�

�rA���uÿ _g2u� _�Ay
cos gÿ _�Ax

sin g��yÿ L=2� � � _g2=2��L2=4ÿ y2�� �10�
As stated before, u(t) denotes the sliding motion of the rigid beam with
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respect to the prismatic joint. The terms associated with the elastic
displacement are neglected in equations (8) to (10)
At this point, summing the kinetic and potential energy terms as

T � Trot � Ttrans, V � Ve1 � Ve2 �11�
and then, making use of Hamilton's principle given in (1), one can obtain the
equations of motion for the tail section (ÿL/2 < y < ÿu) in the following form

� ÿ �ux1 � 2_g _u� �g�u� y� � _g2ux1 ÿ _�Ax
cos gÿ _�Ay

sin g�

� ���uÿ _g2u� _�Ay
cos gÿ _�Ax

sin g��y� L=2� � �_g2=2��L2=4ÿ y2��u 0 0x1
� ��uÿ _g2�u� y� � _�Ay

cos gÿ _�Ax
sin g�u 0x1 � �Iz=A��u

0 0
x1
ÿ �EIz=rA�uivx1 � 0, �12�

and for the front section (ÿu<y<L/2) as

�1� �M=rA�d�yÿ L=2���ÿ�ux2 � 2_g _u� �g�u� y� � _g2ux2 ÿ _�Ax
cos gÿ _�Ay

sin g�
� ���uÿ _g2u� _�Ay

cos gÿ _�aX sin g��yÿ L=2� � � _g2=2��L2=4ÿ y2�

ÿ �M=rA�f�uÿ _g2�u� L=2� � _�Ay
cos gÿ _�Ax

sin gg�u 0 0x2 � ��uÿ _g2�u� y�

� _�Ay
cos gÿ _�Ax

sin g�u 0x2 � �Iz=A��u
0 0
x2
ÿ �EIz=rA�uivx2 � 0 �13�

In addition to the differential equations of motion that must be satis®ed over
the length of the beam, a few associated boundary condition terms also remain
to be satis®ed. These are,

ux1�ÿu, t� � ux2�ÿu, t� � 0, u
0
x1
�ÿu, t� � u

0
x2
�ÿu, t� � 0,

u
0 0
x1
�ÿL=2, t� � u

0 0
x2
�L=2, t� � 0, �rIz��gÿ �u

0
x1
� � EIzu

0 0 0
x1
�jy�ÿL=2 � 0, �14�

�rIz��gÿ �u
0
x2
� � EIzu

0 0 0
x2
�Mf�uÿ _g2�u� L=2� � _�Ay

cos gÿ _�Ax
sin gg�jy�L=2 � 0:

Here, the last two boundary conditions result from utilizing Hamilton's
principle. These equations of motion and associated eight boundary conditions
describe a complex boundary value problem for which an exact solution is not
possible. Therefore, approximate methods are to be used to solve this type of
boundary value problems.

3. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION

Since an exact solution is not possible due to the complexity of the differential
equations themselves and the associated boundary conditions, the partial
differential equations of motion of the dynamic system will be discretized by
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means of the assumed modes method in order to obtain an approximate
solution. For the transverse vibrations ux1 (y, t) and ux2 (y, t), the method consists
of assuming solutions in the form of in®nite series as

ux1 �
X1
j�1

ej1�y, t�qj1�t�, ux2 �
X1
j�1

ej2�y, t�qj2�t�, �15�

where ej1(y, t) and ej2(y, t) are properly selected admissible functions that
depend on the spatial co-ordinate y and time t, and qj1(t) and qj2(t) are the
time-dependent generalized co-ordinates to be determined. Here, the
eigenfunctions of a clamped±free beam are chosen as the functions ej1(y, t)
and ej2(y, t) since they satisfy all of the geometric boundary conditions of the
system. They are

ej1�y, t� � cosh l̂j
u� y

uÿ L=2

� �
ÿ cos l̂j

u� y

uÿ L=2

� �
ÿ Zj

"
sinh l̂j

u� y

uÿ L=2

� �

ÿ sin l̂j
u� y

uÿ L=2

� �#
, ej2�y, t� � cosh l̂j

u� y

u� L=2

� �
ÿ cos l̂j

u� y

u� L=2

� �

ÿ Zj sinh l̂j
u� y

u� L=2

� �
ÿ sin l̂j

u� y

u� L=2

� �� �
, �16�

where

Zj � �cos l̂j � cos l̂j�=�sinh l̂j � sin l̂j� �17�
and the dimensionless frequency parameters l̂j satisfy the characteristic
equation of a clamped±free beam

cosh l̂j cos l̂j � ÿ1, j � 1, � � � ,1 �18�
Furthermore, it can be shown that these eigenfunctions satisfy the following
conditions at the boundaries:

ej1�ÿu, t� � e
0
j1�ÿu, t� � e

00
j1�ÿL=2, t� � e

000
j1�ÿL=2, t� � 0,

ej2�ÿu, t� � e
0
j2�ÿu, t� � e

00
j2�L=2, t� � e

000
j2�L=2,t� � 0 �19�

It is seen that ux1 (y, t) and ux2 (y, t) given in (14) satisfy all of the geometric
boundary conditions and additionally also two of the dynamic (natural)
boundary conditions in (14). Therefore, they can be used as admissible
functions for this boundary value problem according to the assumed modes
method [29].
Now, substituting the in®nite series given by (15) into the kinetic and potential

energy terms given by (2), (4) and (6), (7)±(11), then using them in Lagrange's
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equations

d=dt�@T=@ _qji� ÿ @T=@qji � @V=@qji � 0; i � 1, 2, j � 1, � � � ,1, �20�

one can obtain the equations of motion as an in®nite system of ordinary
differential equations with time varying coef®cients. Introducing the
de®nitions

u1 � u

uÿ L=2
, u2 � 1

uÿ L=2
, u3 � u

u� L=2
, u4 � 1

u� L=2
�21�

and making use of the conditions given in (19), and using the
orthogonality property of the eigenfunctions, the equations of motion for
the tail and front sections of the beam can be written after considerably
lengthy calculations as

X1
j�1

(
djk

L

2
ÿ u

� �
� Iz

A

�ÿu
ÿL=2

e
0
j1e

0
k1 dy

" #
�qj1

� 2

�ÿu
ÿL=2

_u1 � _u2y

u2
e
0
j1ek1 �

Iz
A

_u2
u2

e
0
j1e

0
k1 �

Iz
A

_u1 � _u2y

u2
e
0 0
j1e

0
k1

� �
dy

" #
_qj1

�
"
djk

L

2
ÿ u

� �
EIz
rA

l̂4ku
4
2 ÿ _g2

� �
�
�ÿu
ÿL=2

*
�u1 � �u2y

u2
e
0
j1ek1

� ��uÿ _g2uÿ _�Ax
sin g� _�Ay

cos g� y� L

2

� �
ÿ _g2

2
y2 ÿ L2

4

� �
� Iz
A

�u2
u2

� �
e
0
j1e

0
k1

� � _u1 � _u2y�2
u22

e
0 0
j1e

0
k1 �

Iz
A

2 _u2� _u1 � _u2y� � u2��u1 � �u2y�
u22

e
0 0
j1e

0
k1

� Iz
A

� _u1 � _u2y�
u22

e
0 0 0
j1 e

0
k1

+
dy

#
qj1 ÿ

�ÿu
ÿL=2

*
�g

Iz
A
e
0
k1 � �u� y�ek1

� �

� �2 _u _gÿ _�Ax
cos gÿ _�Ay

sin g�ek1
+

dy

#)
� 0, k � 1, � � � ,1, �22�

and
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X1
j�1

( �L=2
ÿu

1� M

rA
d yÿ L

2

� �� �
ej2ek2 � Iz

A
e
0
j2e

0
k2

� �
dy

" #
�qj2

�
"
2

�L=2
ÿu

*
1� M

rA
d yÿ L

2

� �� �
_u3 � _u4y

u4
e
0
j2ek2

� Iz
A

_u4
u4

e
0
j2e

0
k2 �

_u3 � _u4y

u4
e
0 0
j2e

0
k2

� �+
dy

#
_qj2

�
" �L=2
ÿu

*
1� M

rA
d yÿ L

2

� �� � 
�u3 � �u4y

u4
e
0
j2ek2 �

� _u3 � _u4y�2
u22

e
0 0
j2ek2 ÿ _g2ej2ek2

!

� Iz
A

�u4
u4

e
0
j2e

0
k2 �

2 _u4� _u3 � _u4y� � u4��u3 � �u4y�
u24

e
0 0
j2e

0
k2 �
� _u3 � _u4y�2

u22
e
0 0 0
j2 e

0
k2

 !

� EIz
rA

e
0 0
j2e

0 0
k2

� �
�
 
ÿ M

rA
f�uÿ _g2�u� y� ÿ _�Ax

sin g� _�Ay
cos gg

� ��uÿ _g2uÿ _�Ax
sin g� _�Ay

cos g� yÿ L

2

� �
ÿ _g2

2
y2 ÿ L2

4

� �!
e
0
j2e

0
k2

+
dy

#
qj2

ÿ
" �L=2
ÿu

*
1� M

rA
d yÿ L

2

� �� �
f�g�u� y� � 2 _u_gÿ _�Ax

cos gÿ _�Ay
sin ggek2

� Iz
A

�ge
0
k2

+
dy

#)
� 0, k � 1, � � � ,1, �23�

where djk denotes the Kronecker delta. These equations completely
represent the dynamics of the system and will be used for simulation
studies.
For the sake of completeness, another set of ordinary differential equations

with time varying coef®cients is obtained by introducing the in®nite series given
in (15) directly into the extended Hamilton's principle given in equation (1)
together with equations (2)±(11), but not presented here. Those equations are
apparently different from the equations given by equations (22) and (23) but one
can verify easily that they are equal after doing some simple mathematical
rearrangements.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The approximate equations of motion of the dynamic system can be solved by
using one of the common Runge±Kutta computational algorithms. Taking ®nite
series instead of in®nite ones given in (15), simulation studies are performed for
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typical cases. Due to its importance in the applications of the axially moving
beam, the tip de¯ections of the tail and front sections of the beam are calculated
in the simulation studies by taking 1±3 terms. Since there is not much difference
among the results, the illustrations of the tip de¯ections are presented by using
the two terms of the series in the following ®gures. In numerical examples,
it is assumed that the beam material is aluminum for which the density is
r=2700 kg/m3 and the modulus of elasticity is E=76 1010 N/m2. For the
beam geometry, the following values are used; the cross-sectional area
A=0�000075 m2, the moment of inertia Iz=1�5636 10ÿ10 m4, and the length of
the beam L=1�4 m, which makes the beam very slender. Different end-masses
(M=0�15 kg and M=0�30 kg) are also used in order to investigate end-mass
effects on the vibrations.
In simulation studies, similar to those of references [5, 11] for comparison, the

following functions are used to generate the translational and rotational
motions;

u�t� � u0 � �ut=T��tÿ �T=2p� sin�2pt=T��,
g�t� � g0 � �gt=T��tÿ �T=2p� sin�2pt=T��,
y�t� � y0 � �yt=T��tÿ �T=2p� sin�2pt=T��, �24�

where u0, y0 and g0 denote the initial length and angles; ut, yt and gt denote the
total displacement and angles respectively (Figure 1), and T denotes the
operating period.
Figure 2, as a typical case, represents the tip de¯ections of the beam whose

front section (II) has an extending motion through the prismatic joint. The
central point of the joint is moving on a circle around the axis Z, where the
radius r of the circle is constant. Since the input parameters given in the legend
represent a high speed operation of the beam, the tip de¯ections are large as
expected. In the ®gure, the tip de¯ection of the front section increases when its
length increases; in a similar manner, the tip de¯ection of the tail section
decreases when its length decreases. This makes clear that decreasing length gives
rise to the stiffness of the beam. Figures 3±7 are plotted using the same input
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Figure 2. Tip de¯ections for r=1 m, u0=ÿ0�35 m, ut=0�7 m, yt= gt= p rad, T=0�5 s,
M=0�15 kg.
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parameters as those of Figure 2 except one in every ®gure, so that its effect can
be seen in comparison with Figure 2.
Figure 3 illustrates the tip de¯ections of another typical case of the sliding

beam. In this case, the central point A of the prismatic joint coincides with the
center of the inertial coordinate system (r=0), and the joint has a rotational
motion around the axis Z while the beam has an axial motion through it. By
comparing Figure 3 with Figure 2, it is seen that such a rotation leads to smaller
tip de¯ections for both front and tail sections.
Figure 4 represents the tip de¯ections for the case when the beam front section

retracts into the prismatic joint. All inputs of Figure 4 are the same as those of
Figure 2 with the exception that the motion of the front section is a retraction
not a deployment. As expected, the de¯ection of the front section decreases and
the de¯ections of the tail section increases as the beam slides.
As it can be seen from Figure 5 the larger end mass results in the larger tip

de¯ections. The end mass in Figure 5 is double that in Figure 2. There is a sharp
increase in the tip de¯ection of the beam front section, showing that an
extending beam with a larger end mass has higher amplitudes.
To illustrate the effect of the beam orientation as the joint rotates, Figure 6 is

plotted for y(t)= g(t)ÿ p/2. This means that the position vector r(t) is rotating
by an angle y(t) about the axis Z while the prismatic joint is rotating by an angle
g(t) about axis zA; then, the mode shapes of the tip de¯ections are different from
those of Figure 2. In a similar manner, Figure 7 presents the tip de¯ections in
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Figure 3. Tip de¯ections for r=0, u0=ÿ0�35 m, ut=0�7 m, gt= p rad, T=0�5 s,
M=0�15 kg.
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Figure 4. Tip de¯ections for r=1 m, u0=0�35 m, ut=ÿ0�7 m, yt= gt= p rad, T=0�5 s,
M=0�15 kg.
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Figure 5. Tip de¯ections for r=1 m, u0=ÿ0�35 m, ut=0�7 m, yt= gt= p rad, T=0�5 s,
M=0�30 kg.
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Figure 6. Tip de¯ections for r=1 m, u0=ÿ0�35 m, ut=0�7 m, gt=p rad, yt= gtÿ p/2 rad,
T=0�5 s, M=0�15 kg.
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Figure 7. Tip de¯ections for r=1 m, u0=ÿ0�35 m, ut=0�7 m, yt= p rad, gt=0, T=0�5 s,
M=0�15 kg.
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which the prismatic joint does not rotate (g=0). This leads to smaller tip
de¯ections in comparison with the tip de¯ections in Figures 2 and 6.
To see the effect of the axial force due to inertial forces associated with the

axial foreshortening, Figure 8 is plotted without axial force effect. Comparison
between the results of Figure 2 and Figure 8 shows that neglecting the axial
force leads to larger tip de¯ections. Although the tip de¯ections increase in this
example, increase or decrease in the de¯ection depends on the orientation of the
axial force given in (9) and (10). Furthermore, it can be seen from other
numerical studies not mentioned here that the axial force effect in low speed
operations can be neglected since the results with and without the axial force
effect are identical.
Table 1 represents the tip de¯ections with and without the rotary inertia effect.

It can be seen from the table that the results with and without the rotary inertia
effect are slightly different, and so the differences cannot be shown in graphical
form. Thus, the rotary inertia effect can be neglected even if the beam is moving
at high speeds. However, one can take the rotary inertia effect into consideration
in a special case like a sensitive operation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The ¯exural vibrations of a ¯exible linear beam moving axially through an
arbitrarily driven prismatic joint on a horizontal plane are investigated. The
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Figure 8. Tip de¯ections for r=1 m, u0=ÿ0�35 m, ut=0�7 m, yt= gt= p rad, T=0�5 s,
M=0�15 kg and no axial force.

TABLE 1

Tip deflection with and without rotary inertia effect for r=1 m, u0=ÿ0�35 m, ut=0�7 m,
�t= t=� rad, T=0�5 s, M=0�15 kg.

ux1 (m), ux1�m� ux2 (m), ux2�m�;
Time with rotary without rotary with rotary without rotary
(s) inertia inertia inertia inertia

0�1 ÿ0�0291229 ÿ0�0291231 0�0147087 0�0147082
0�2 0�0462643 0�0462646 0�0399119 0�0399123
0�3 0�0225237 0�0225256 0�0269203 0�0269192
0�4 0�0232226 0�0232217 0�0394299 0�0394311
0�5 ÿ0�0219838 ÿ0�0219814 ÿ0�0576182 ÿ0�0576176
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effects of rotary inertia, axial force associated with axial shortening and end
mass are considered together with the Euler±Bernoulli beam assumption. The
vibrations of the beam tail section are also included in the problem. The
equations of motion and the associated boundary conditions are derived by
using the extended Hamilton's principle. Since they form a very complex
boundary value problem for which an exact solution is not possible, the assumed
modes method is used to obtain an approximate solution. These equations are
solved to simulate the system for some typical joint kinematics. The
corresponding numerical results are given in the forms of plots and a table. The
results show that the axial force effect must be considered in high speed
operations, whereas the rotary inertia effect can be neglected even in high speed
operations.
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